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l• INTRODUCTION 

A. Time Perception and Time Judgment 

Heuristically, a distinction between the perception 

of time and the jud5ment or time is Justit'iat>le. The prob-

1em of -the perception of time. as here understood, in-

cludes the development and a.ppreoiat1on of time concepts; 

the individual's awareness or phenomenal experience of the 

past~ present, and future; and the area of time perspec-

tives (4). One would expeet that these various aspects 

of time peroeption are more intimately related to the 1n-

div1dual's ego structure than what is here designated as 

time judgment. The. latter has been much investigated. 1n 

psychologioa.l laboratories and may be defined as the per-

son's judgment or estimation of the duration of rather spe-

cirio intervals of time. In the usual laboratory situa-

tion the subject is a.eked to estimate verbally a.n inter-

val of time produced by the experimenter, to produce (by 

means of a buzzer or light) an interval of ~ime as re-

quested by t1'1e experimenter,, or to reproduce or match an 

interval which has previously been_produced by the experi-

menter. In oti1er cases the subject is asked to make a. 

verbal judgment aa to the equality or difference of two 

sucoessi ve inter-re.ls produoed by the experimenter. Al-

though time judgment and the perception or phenomenal ex-



par1ence of time may be related, this possible relation-

ship will not be herein considered ... 

The first. two methods of time judgment and the rela-

tion of these to a. concept of personal time .are·- the sU:b-

J ect Qf this thesis; in a.ddi t1on the thes1 s concerns the 
,.,-,:;-··, .; ·:/, 

relation between these methods of' time judgment and a aim-

ple motor task. 

B. Methods·or Time Judgment 

The two methods used in this experiment are described 

in the following. The nomenclature fol.lows that used by 

Olausen {2). 

l. Method of Verbal. Estimation. This involves the presen-

tation by the experimenter of an interval whose length is 

then estimated verbally by the subject. 

2. Method of Operative Estimation. 'l'he experimenter 

asks the subj eo t to produce or indicate an interval of time 

whose length is determined by the e:;,cperimenter's instruc-

tions. 



II. THE CON'CEPr OF PERSONAL '.fIME , 

Clausen (2,3} found a negative correlation between 

the methods of Operative .Estimation and Verbal Estimation. 

Although Gilliland and Humphreys (7) felt that, on the 

basis of their data, no definite oonc~isions as to differ-

ences between the types of judgments could be drawn, they 

did imply.that verbal and operative estimates were not the 

same. Clausen, in att.empting to acco:.1nt for the inverse 

relation between the methods of' Operative .Estimation and 

Verbal Estimation, hypothesized that these methods deal 

with the relation of peroonal time to objective time. If 

the 1rid.1vidual' s personal time is fast, 0 ••• he would by 

Verbal Estimation name a demonstrated interval to be 

longer than its clock value, but by Operative .Estimation 

k:eep the key down 1'or a shorter interval than required" 

(2, p. 759).. Presumably the reverse would hold true for 

the 1nc1i vidua.l whose personal time were slow. Theoreti-

cally, one would sup?oa-::~ this inverse reiatlo.nship between 

the two methods to become apparent only ,1nen the 1ndiv1d""". 

ua.1• s personal time deviates from ( that. is, ls faster or 

slower t,han) objective time. 

l'n.e following f'onnulationo n.re a.11 atte"!lpt to construct 

a model which will satlsi'o.ctnrily define the concept of 

personal time and which will clarify the rela.ti.ons between 
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persoup.1 and objective time and vihioh will permit the de-

duction of' the unique relation between Opera.ti ve and Ver-

bal Estimation. 

The personal time constant (PTC) may be operationally 

defined as the relation of perceived time to objective 

cloclc time. For tho method of Verbal Estimation, an indi-

vidual' a personal time constant would be given by: 

PTO= Verbal estimate - Peroelved time - given by aubjeot 
Objeotive time - stimulus operatively given "to subject 

In this case, objective time (the denominator) ia the stim-

ulus interval which the experimenter opera.ti vely presents 

the subject and which is held constant. 'me verbal esti-

mate (numerator) is the verbal report (response) which ha 

gi:ves the experimenter and which is a.asumed to repreaent 

his perception. For example, if the actual stimulus 

{objective time) operatively presented to a s:1.bject were, 

say, ten a-econds s.nd the subject percei vad this interval 

to be eight seconds (and verbally reported the interval to 

be eight saconda), his .P'l'Cwould be given by: 

PTO = l~ = .8 

For the method of Operative Estimatlon, a person's 

personal time constant would be c,;1ven by: 

PTC = Stimulus time verbally_given subject - Perceived time 
Operative estimate - objective time - Response by subject. 

In tni s case, the stimulus time which 1 s verbally given the 

subj eat ( the numerator) ls the perceived time wbich is held 
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constant. Objective time (the denominator) is here the 

subject's operative estimate or response. For example, if 

the stimulus time verbally given the subject were 10 sec-

onds and the subject gave an operative estimate of 12.5 
seconds, his :FTC woul<i be given by: 

l?'.CO - 10 ---··= .. 8 12.5 

One sees that the objective interval here is 12 • .5 seconds 

(even though it represents the subject's estimate when in-

structed to hold down the key for 10 seconds) and his per-

cei)tion cf this interval is 10 seconds. That is, as .tar 

as this subject is concerned ha has held down a key, say, 

for what 11.e considers t,~ be 10 seconds and is unaware that 

he has e.ctually held down ti:".1e key for 12.5 seconds. 

If tr:ii s model has any value the .PTO out~ht to be con-

stant (at least for each objective interval) regardless of 

the method. It would be still more vaLrn .. ble if the .FTC 

were constant for a.11 obj ecti va intervais. 'fhe investiga-

tion of the ci1e.ra.cteristios of the P·:rc for various i.nterva.ls 

and metL1ods is one of the objectives of this research. 

The hypothesis that perce1 ved time is a constant ratio 

of objective time resembles the Waber function, in that con-

stant ratios ra.t,t1er tl1an absolute magni tudas a.re involved. 

The Weber La.w for time judgment would hypothesize that the 

dlfference llmen is a constant ratio o-.r .. ·the obj active inter-

val. Our hy-pot,tlcsis is that the error of estimi1tion is in 

a. constant ratio to objective time. Some investigators 
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(5, 6,{i:fJ :have mistalter.ly thought they· te~;{iesting Weber' a 
. ···\. 

Law wh:~n }hey 1nv~st1gatad the constanay :?r:·:tne ratio of' 

error <f9: t¥~: lengtt1 of interval.. 'rwo inv:~st;,iga.tors (7) 

f d~~\l}~~;'~A,e<>n t of error greater f:~j~#~t~lr£.f tervals 
thiin f6.z{i:of13;er, with intervals from 9 /tp: 1.8Q se-~.o~da, while 

a11g~h~;f •. ;?;~:;.-_-(5). fo1lnd percent of irrprF'.f~rr+i:lco~stant 
ro:l ·1nte'.tv3.1·~ ranging from 4 to 27 s~~~has·. '·•,. ,,o::,,;/ 

. Ir :tl'le:PTC is a constant charo.cte;i-z.i:ng the .individual 
:·. ··;_:. :'.:..:.; 

it .ls possible to develop further hypotheses about the rela.-

tlon of PTC to measures of motor tempo.. Allport and Vernon 

( 1), in reviewing tna work of numerous inve~tigators, 

pointed out the lack o:f agreement in re-ference to this mat-

ter.. On the baal_s of measures or natural speed,_ they con-

cluded that 11 ••• certain rather narrow clusters of speeds 

or 'special' speed factors, clearly exist" (1, p. 102), yet 

they also found. evidence for a broader type of consistency, 

namely, three "aor:1ewhat" general speed factors which they 

c~lled verbal, drawing, and rhythmic speeds; verbal and 

d.rawl11g speeds saemed closely related but almost independent 

of rhytr1mlc speeds. 'i'hey ntated tl"la.t- "instead -of admitting 

a alnr.:>le 'persopal tempo' it would be nearer the truth to 

postulate •speed factors' of only moderate breadth" (1, p. 

105). However, others wt1om they quote i1a.ve, on the basis 

of similar procedures, concl:Jd,,;d in favor of a. single pel'-

sona.l te:npo. Hn.n6. tappin3, dependi113 upon whathar one ao-

c epts the concept of a sin3le pe reonal motor tempo or ao-
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cepts Allport and Vernon's view, may accordingly be con-

sidered as a measure oi' a single personal tempo or as one 

measure ·of an indivldual1 s rhythmic speed. In thls thesis 

an attempt was made to ascertain the relationship, if any, 

between hand tapping and the judgments of time. 

In .. this con.n.eot1on Hoagland' s (8) concept of the 

chemical clock should be mentioned. It is his contention 

tha.t one's judgments of time dapend upon the speed of one's 

physiological processes and are directly related to the 

speed of chemical reactions wl thin the body. The hypoth-

eses of this research ars 1mplic1 t in Hoagla.nd1 s concept 

but he goes further in an attempt to ~ypothastze about the 

factors determining the PTO. 
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III • HYPOTHESES 

A._ That. the. personal time constant is actually ... constant for 

the 1'1 ve, ten, and fi i'teen seconds intervals when measured 

by either Verbal or Operative Estimation. 

B. ·rhat the personal time constants will be greater for per-

sons with a. rapid motor tempo than for persons with a slow 

mo tor tempo. 
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IV. APPARA1"US Ai{D PROC.8£;tJRE .• 

A. Hand Tapping 

l Apnaratus. A meta.l ring, metal plate• and a. six 

volt counter ware connected in series with three storage 

batteries -~1hi'oh provided an output of si.x volts. (See 

Plo.te l, Appendix.) ·:the c1rcu1 t was so arranged that the 

counter was o.ctivated. wn.en the metal ring made contact with 

the metal plate. The latter was fastened to ti:le for~tard 

edge of the .a.r-:d. rest of e. standard claosroom chalr. 'fb.e 

metal plate, approximately five inches aqua.re and ona-

th1rty-second of an inch thiolt, was taped so that one square 

inch of the plate remained exposed. The metal ring had a. 

tlllckness of one-thirty-second of an inch, a width of seven-

elg:1 ths of an inch, and an interr1al di a.meter of one-half o:f 

an inch.. The counter was placed 1n an insulated box so that 

the clicking of the counter w-as barely a 1.1di~le. at a die ta.nee 

of several feet. A v:ire i·1as soldered to the top pf the 

rin3, the wire leading to· the voltage o:.tt:put; another wire 

led f'rom the metal plate to the counter, thence to the 

voltage o·.itput. 

2. Procedure. Students in laboratory secttons of a 

ge!lere..l psycL1.olo6y coursa, and stude11ts ln disc1.lS8ion sec-

tions oi' a course in child. psychology, were asked to volun-

teer for an experiment :i.n perception. 'fuey were told that 
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the first pa.rt of t~'le experiment would consist of the per-

formance· of: a simple motor task and that riot all of tboae 

pa.rticipa.ting in the first part wou.ld be chosen to contin-

ue with the main pereeption experiment. Ti:1e small invest-

ment .of'.: tlme required of those who would volunteer was men~ 

tioned·. The 56 volunteers ranged ln a};e :from 19 to 33, 

were all 'tindergra.dua.tes, and included 25 :females and 31. 

males. Tl1a sabject~ were ta.lr.an individually and seated 

comfortably in the chair and care was taken that the sub-

ject., s forearm rested comfortably on the arm rest. The 

metal rlng was fitted on the end •:)f the subject's middle 

finger of the right hand; the s1.1bj ect was askod to try to 
' 

tap the edge of the ring on the edge of the exposed plate. 

I'he experimenter made 1 t clear tna.t the Stlbjact was to tap 

from the wrist; this was demonstrated to the subject when 

necessary.. The followin.5 instructions were glven the sub-

ject i·rhen it waa evid~nt that the sU:b,jeot was at ease with 

the ap:,aratus: 

When I say n start" I want you to begin tappi~ 
Try to keep your fi:ngera to5ether and move your 
hand from the wrist. Keep te.ppln.5 ur1til I tell 
you to. atop. Make sure to hit the metal plate 
each time. 'rap at a. nor~f1al or natural rate- at 
a rate that ls for you., 'fime is not 
a factor,· so jus·t t.a.9 coni'ortably •. I st1a.ll tell 
·you when to begin. 

Eaoh aubjeot tapped for one mlm1te; the experimenter was 

behind tl1e sub.1ect and took a reading from the counter a.t 

the thirty second point and another reading wi,ich lnclu.dad 

the ta.pa from tr1e thirty•one to the sixty seconds period; 
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at the moment, when the subject_ was told to begin, the ex-

perimenter started ·a. silent stop watch. 

B. Time Judgment 

l. Appara.tus. Two chronoscopes were c·onuected. with a. 

sta.11.de.rd flashlight bulb ana. two telegraph keys to two stor-

age batteries providing an outpu·t of four volts. (See Plate 

2, Appendix.} Toe circuit was such t,hat the experimenter 

could, by depressing bis key, simultaneously ca.use the·· 

11,3ht to go on and one chronosoope to registar. By de-

pressin~:; hls lrey the subject, oould simulte.neously_put on 

the light and a.ctivat,e the other chronos.cope. 'i'he cl1rono-

scopea, keys, and light wer<!l mouqted on a boa.rd; at the 

. skbject' s end was one key, while a.t the experimenter's end, 
l 
l 

were mount-ed the other key and two chronoscopes (calibrated 

tb 1/100 of a. second}, the latter ·oein3 placed eo that the 

subject wa.s unable to aeo the dials. 11he light was mounted 

equidistant from ea.ch key a.nd was shaded by a. small box 

which contained a darlt green glass 011 tw,:, sides.. 'fhe box 

was f1 tted with an adjustable shutter· by which one could 

ragutate th_e size of .the a.perti.lre and so control the a.mount 

of light vA1ich the subject had to look at. The aperture 

used was one-half of a.11 inch.. 'rhe board with apparatus was 

placed on a dealt so tl1at the subj ee·t and experimenter could 

sit facing each other. 

2. Procedure. •rwo groups of nlna sub,1 ecta ea.ch were 

selected to continue with the ma.in t.1me jud5ment experl-

ment. ·rne nine subj eo ts who tapped fastest were put in 
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one group a.nd the nine subjects wr:i.o tapped slowest :for the 

sixty second per>lod were put in the other.. Ea.oh group was 

randomly assigned. to ona of two duplicate la.tin square de-

signs. The s;.1bjects were then. chosen ln random order to 

perform t11e Judg:nents. Aft.er the subjects were ;,-ut at ease 

and ha.d depressed ti1e key until they were accustomed to its 

operation, ti1e following directions for each method were 

gi van immediately before testing began wi·th that method; 

the or_der of presentation o.f the directions was var1ed, o.f 

course, to meat tl'lS met;.1-od sequence of eaci.1. sub.1eo:t: 

Operative Estimation- Wiien I tell you to begin 
I want you to put ti1e light on for· a gi van peri-
od of time. Look at the 113-rit a.11 the time you 
have it on and resist any attempt to count off 
the time. !foi,.,, put on the llght for what you 
consider to be five seconds {or ten or f'ii'teen). 

Varba.l Estimation- I a.'TI \going to put, on the light 
for a gl van period of time and I want yo,J. to tell 
me how long you thinlt it was on. Look at t-he 
ll}~ht 9.ll tl.1.e time it is on and r,.~slst any at-
tempt to count off the time. 

The time intervals used for all metnoa.s were five, 

ten, and fifteen seconds. 
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V. RESUL'rs AND DISCUSSION. 

A. Hand l'a.pping 

The mean number of taps for the 56 subjects was 100, 

wi:th. ~. i-ange of 46 to 240, and a standard deviation of 

33.3 taps. The dlstribut1on wa.s sl-cewed to the right, with 

the scores tending to fall at the low end of tbe sea.le. 

(See Tables IA and IB Appendix, t'or raw scores and 

frequency dlstribution.). 

Table II provides a. compa.ri.son of ttte fast tappers 

( N = 9) group with the slow tappers (H - 9) group. .rhe F 

teat (F 31.3, P = (.01} indicates that the ~wo ~roups 

have not been to.ken from populations with a common vari-

ance. 'l'.he t test onows the means of the groups to be 

significantly different (t = 7.lt-6, .:P = ~.01, with 8 d!'). 

X 

TA3LE II 

M:&\NS, VARI AI~C-3:S t AND Sl GHAS FOR 
FAST AlW . .3LO:rl l'AP.PERS 

Fast Slow 
---

155.0 61 .. 0 

s 2 1388.0 44.4 

s 37.3 6.66 
---
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B. _Time Judgment 

J.. Personal Time Constant. In order to investigate 

the chare .. oter of PTC it is essential to obtain scores 

which deviate from objective accuracy yet have enough 

reliability to represent s·ta.ble va.lues. It would be best 

to have stable va.lues of the PTO for each individual but 

the de.ta do not :provide them.. Therefore the 18 subJaots 

were categorized into a. hie;.h and low group on the ba.s1 a of a. 

composite operative estimation score. (Table III, Appendix, 

shows the raw score estimates of all subjects.) '.rhe mean 

performances of these two groups were used to test the 

hypothesis tha. t PTO is constant. Table IV s..'i'1ows the extent 

of separation of the two groups on the cri torion variable. 

Table V presents the mean values of these two gr,::,ups 

for each intarva.l and each method. In Fls1.1re 1 the means 

listed 1n Table V are plotted. 'rhe deviation of' the de.ta. 

.from the straig,..1-it line represents the extent of tha failure 

of the hypothesis. The line has been drawn to 1'1 t the 

operative estirna.tion means because on verbal estimation 

the tandency to select whole numbers or multiples of five 

contributes to a more inaccurate estimate of PTO. 

To.ble VI shows the calcu1Rt1on of the l?I'C of ea.ch 

group :for all intervals of both methods. Also shown a.re 

the mean Verbal Estimation ?·re and maan Operative Estima-

tion FTC for both groups. It is not poaslble to obts.1n a. 

statistical test of the l:lypotheais that the various esti-

mates of the mean Pre are equal but it ls the opinion of 
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X 

s 
CE 

F 

·rABL,E IV 

COMPARISON OF' 'rHE COMPOSITE. 5° 
PLUS 10" PLUS 15'' SCORES OF 

THE HIGHES'r. VER.SUS LOWEST 
OP EH.It TI VE ES-rIMA'fORS 

OP.ERATIVB ESTIRA.TION 
(5° +- 1011 + 15n ) 

9 Highest 9 Lowest 

28.25 

25 .. 90 

5.09 
-1.75 

14.97 

12.64 

3 .. 56 

-15.-03 

,-·6.417* 

2.049 

= < .01 (16 df} 
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TABLE V 

OPgRATIV.E AND VERBAL MEANS OE' THE 
HIGHES·r A.ND LO"i1E3T OPEHA:TlVE , .. 

GROU?S FOR 'filE 5tt , 10•1 , 

AND 15" INTERVALS 

I.nter- ·operat1ve Estim •. 
val 

Verbal Zstim. 

51t 

J.O'' 

9 Highest 9 Lowest 

4.68 

. 9.50 

14 •. 07 

2.79 

1.so 

Verbal Means Verbal Means 
of 9 Highest, of 9 Lowest 
Operativ_e Operative 

6.:22 

9.-56 

13 •. 78 
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19.00 

26.33 
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TABLE VI 
Piro FOR Et1CH GROUP OF' E..-A.OH INrERVAL-

A.ND E..i\CH METHOD. 

HIGH 
5" Int. '·:•.: ... 

VE 
OE 

1011 Int. 

VE 
OE 

LOW 
5n Int. 

VE 
OE 

10n Int. 

VE 
OE 

Objective 
.-_ Time 

5.00 
4 .. 68 

.10 •. 00 
. 9.50 

·15.00 
·14.07 

5.;00 
· 2.~·79: 

__ •.·10.00. 
_4.38 

15" Int •. 
VE 15.00 
OE .. 7 .. 80 

Peroei.ved 
· '.i!lme: 

6.22· 
5.00 

9.56 
10.00 

13.78 
15.00 

10 .. 67 
5.00 

19.00 
10.00 

FTC ·::> 
Perceived T.: 
Objective T~ . 

1.244 
1~068 

.956 
1.053 

.919 
1.066 

Mean FTC (VE) = 1.040 

Mean ?TO (OE) 
ii: 1.062 

2.134 ·: 
1.792- .. 

1.900. 
2~28~:"'" 

Mean P'J?C (VE) 
= 1.930 

Mean l'>TC (OE) 
= 2.000 



the investigator tl1at tne ;1ypothesis of a constant FTC is 

confirmed by tl1.e data. 

2. Fast versus 5].;ow_ Taor;ers. Acceptanc,::: of tl1e hypo th-

esls of a <:onstant P'fO was used a.s the basis for a test of 

the second k1ypot,hesia; namely, that fast tappers have a 

faster PTC than slow tappers. 
-rne P'rcr a for each subject were comp,.1ted for each 

interval and method.. If one assumes that each of the 

consta.nts varies about the indlvidual I s true P'rC, then one 

may avers,3e the separate constants and ·obtain a score which 

reflects, more or less accurately, 'that individual's unique 

PTC.. The extent to which this mean of' corrntants varies 

from tl1e ind:ivid:.ial constants which co:nprise it will reve1;d 

the extent, to w:1.lch the disturbing influences such as ct;ance 

fluctu~tions or U1e greater vo.riabili ty of one method or the 

othar tcire operative. Crhe PTC, defined as the ratio of 

perceived to objective ti0e, when once 6btained 1 ~ay be 

stated 'i.n terms of a base of one objective second. For 

example, tbe pe rsona.l time constant of .S ms~-itioned above 

may be wrl tte;.1 as: PTO = .8/1, which meo.ns that,. for this 

1:Hb.j ect, whenever one seco:nd of ob,j ecti ve time hL1.s passed, 

only .8 of' one of hl.s personal time unJ. ts or seconds has 

passed.. 'rhi s p;;~rson would be so.id to 11ave a slow _p:rc.) 

' 'rs.ble Vll, Appendix, shows the ?'re's for eaci1 subj eet 

for every interval of eao::1 mettJod, and the nea.n PTO for ea.ch 

subject.. 'ruble VIII, belo1:1, presents a comparison of the mean 

Pre' s of the fast tappers and slo.-1 tappers. It ls seen 
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X 

52 

3 

t 

F 

'fABLE VIII 

FAST AND SLOti TAPPERS COM:Pf'i.RED IN 
'.!:EH.MS OF Pll,;E{SOHAL TIHE: COiilSTANTS 

Fa.st Slow 

1 .. 683 1 .. 440 

.8079 .1701 

.8988 .4124 
.737 

4. 714,~1-

* p :: < .. 05 
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that the means are not sign1f1oo.ntly different, although 

1 t is apparent, b,owaver, that the fast tappers do, in 

general, tend to have a. faster:.PTC than the slow tappers. 

The fai.lure to find significant differences between 

the ms~PTC's o;f the :fa.st and slow tappers would seem to 

1n.d1aa.te that e1 ther the hand tapping task (a.s indicative 

0£ motor tempo) is unrelated to personal time or, 11' it is, 

those subjects who were designated as fa.at or slow tappers 

were actually not. The latter alternative may be the 

correct one, since there was a. slight tenclency for fast 

tappers to have :faster l?TO's. The two tapping groups, a.s 

fa.r as .PTC'n a.re concerned, both behave like fast tappers. 

In view of these findings the writer believes that the 

possible relation between_motor tempo and personal time is 

indeterminate from these results, and that another, larger 

sample o:f tappers should be obtained-. Perhaps other meas-

ures of motor tempo can also ba used. In addi. tion an 

a._ttempt should be made to demonstrate the existence of the 

personal time constants in larger, random popµlationa, 

using a wider range- of temporal intery:a.ls. 
. . ··: .. ·, .. 

3. Personal Time Constants and Number--Vlord Relations. 

The finding of the actual constapcy of the PTC brings up 

the question of the possible r.elation of this constancy 
' and the relatlonship between words and. number concepts. 

In the method of' Verbal Estimation the.response is ver-
. _.•· 

bally given by the subject while in the method of Operative 

Estimation the experimenter gives the instr-lctlon var-
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bally. It is possible that the P·ro is thus related to an 
idiosync.ratie, constant way in which persons relate or 
connect . words and the numbers or qua11ti ties or extents 
which they represent.. 'rhis ls, however, another problem, 
the writer merely wanting to suggest the possibil.i ty of 
suo!l a, rele.tionsnip. 
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VI • SUMMARY AND CONCUJSIONS 

Thia thesis was concerned with the concept or personal 

time and the relation of this concept to objective time. 

The additional problem was to·inveatigate the relation of 

fast and slow hand tapping to personal time,. which was 

defined operationally as a constant ratio of perceived time 

to objective time. The personal time constant (PTO} is 

expressible as PTO/one objective second. 

Natural. or comfortable hand tapping speeds were ob-

tained for 56 College undergraduates in psychology courses •. 

The nine fastest tappers and the nine slowest tappers then 

made estimations of five, ten, and fifteen seconds inter-

vals, using the methods of Verbal and Operative Estimation. 
' The following conclusions seem justified: 

1. On the average• the PTC wa.s actue..lly constant over 

the range of temporal intervals tested and constant for 

both the methods of Verbal Estimation and Operative 

Estimation. 

2. The PTC's of fast and slow tappers were not signif-

icantly different. but the suggestion was made that this 

finding might be attributable to inadequate sampling. 

Consequently, the relation of temporal judgments and motor 

tempo 1s felt to be indeterminate from these results. 
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ME.-rlit.. PL..,'1'fe. 

1----------1 1' J-------
cov1v-rEP,, 

Pla,te -l• C1rcui t diagram for hand tapping 
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I l 

LAMP 

____ ___,,, ___ 
'tV 

Plate :2 • 0 ircui t diagram for time judgment 
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TABLE IA 
. . 

RAW SCORES, MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION 

161 
lJ.O 

58 
61 
64 
89 
62 
82 
70 
83 
68 
46 
80 

113 
116 
240 
112 
117 
113 

OF TAPPING sa9R.Es 

J.20 
156 
101 

79 
93 

114 
14~ 
1C3 
102 

97 
58 

113 
167 
104 
124 
108 

94 
69 

119 

N: 56 
Mean= 100.0 

s = 33.3 
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96 
115 
116 

89 
71 
84 
76 
85 

104 
79 
73 

162 
84 
63 
95 

106 
68 

105 



TABLE IB 
:'lr@QUENOY DISTRIBUTION OF ·:rAPP.I:Wc:t}::$.CORES 

, 40- 49 

50-.59 
6~7 ·-6~ 

70•· 79 
~o .... 89 

90- 99 
100~109 

. ·_110.:.119 

120-129 

130-,.139 

140-149 

.150-159 
160~169 

'240-249 
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TABLE III 

RAW SCORES FOR ALL SU3.J ECTS* 

Operative 
Estimation 

Verbal 
Estimation 

Subject 15" 5" 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7 •. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 

l p.70 
. 2.08 

2.08 
4.44, 
2.97 
3.38 
11.96 
;, .50 
2.72 
2.30 
2.60 
5:.32 
6.26 
4.10 
6.75 
2 .. l}3 
5.,53 
3.15 

11.98 
3.10 
3.02 
8.21 
3.27 
~.60 

·10,.23 
. 6.56 

3.76 
3.67 
4.35 a.n4 
7.83 
7.60 

15.34 
4.60 
7 .!~2 
4.54 

17.94 
3.38 

13.92 
16.29 
8.25 
9.72 

18~52 
10.78 

6.34 
7.45 
9.98 
s.1+2 

12.95 
12.50 
111-. 77 
7.21 

11.30 
7.08 

4 
20 
7 
4 

10 
12 
3. 
4 

25 
5 
5, 
5 

10 
5 

12 
10 

6 
5 

9 
30 
12 

6. 
10. 
20~· 

5 i3' 
35 
30 

8 
10 
15 
10 

9 
15 
10 
10 

* SubJecta 1 thr:0;.tgh 9 are t'ast ta.ps,ers; 
subJects 10 through 18 arc alow tappers. 
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15" 
12 
25 
15. 
10 
15 
35 
10 
12. 
50 
45 
15 
10 
15 
20 
14 
20 
18 
20 



TABLE: VII 

PERSONAL '!'IMS CONSTANTS FOR EACH SUBJECT* 
. AND MEANS OF IND! VI DUAL p:!...qsoNAL . 

-.rnrn: CONSTANTS . . 

Operative Verbal Means 
·Est1mat1on Estimation 

5" 1011 15tt 511 1011 15n 

1~ 1.351 .,935 .836 .. 800 .. 900 .800 .937 
2. 2.:40.!t 3< .. 226 4.438 4.000 3.000 L.667 3.122 
3 .. 2.404 ·1.247 1.078 1.400 1 .. 200 1.000 1.3-38 
4. 1.126 - 1.218 ..921 .800 .600 .667 .889 
5~ l.6S4 3 .. 058 i.818 2.000 1.000 1 •. 000 1.760 
6'. 1~479 1.786 1.543 2 .Lf-00 2.000 2.333 l.924 
7._ 1.263 073 .::.:, .810 .600 .. 500 .667 .803 a. 1.428 1.524 1 .. 391 .800 1 .. 300 .. :300 1.207 
9. 1.838 2.660 2.366 5.000 3.500 7.. ~33 ., •.I· 3.116 

10. 2~17l~ 2.725 2.013 1.000 3.000 3.000 2.319 
11., 1 •. 923 2.299 1 .. 503 1 .. 000 .800 1 •. 000 1 .. 421 
12 .. .940 1 .. 131 1.781 1 .. 000 1 •. 000 .667 1.086 
13. .825 1.277 1 .. 158 2 •. 000 1 .. 500 1.000 1.293 
14-., 1.220 1.316 1 .. 200 1-.000 1.000 1 ... 333 1.178 
15._ .740 .. 652 1.,016 2 •. 400 .. 9ob .933 1~107 
16. 2.058 2.174 2 .. 030 2 .. 000 1.,500 1.333 1;858 
17. .904 1 ... 348 1.327· 1.200 1.000 1 •. 200 1.163 
18. 1.587 2 •. 203 2.119 1.000 1.,000 1 3~--z ... J . .,I 1 •. 540 

-3(• Subjects 1 th.roug.l-t 9 a.re fast tappers; subjects 10 
ti1rough 18 are slow tappe.rs •. 
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